Associations of ctDNA clearance and pathological response with neoadjuvant treatment in patients with resectable NSCLC from the phase III AEGEAN trial
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Background

In AEGEAN, perioperative durvalumab (D) + neoadj chemotherapy (CT) significantly improved pathological complete response (pCR), major pathological response (MPR), and event-free survival, vs neoadj CT alone among pts with resectable (R) NSCLC (modified ITT [mITT] population). We report exploratory analyses of ctDNA, including association of ctDNA clearance (CL) with pCR or MPR.

Methods

AEGEAN is a double-blind placebo (PBO)-controlled study (NCT03800134). Adults with Tx-naïve R-NSCLC (stage II–IIIB[N2]; AJCC 8th ed) were randomised (1:1) to receive neoadj CT + D or PBO IV (Q3W, 4 cycles) prior to surgery (Sx), followed by D or PBO IV (Q4W, 12 cycles), respectively, after Sx. Plasma samples were collected at protocol-specified timepoints, including prior to each neoadj Tx cycle and before Sx. Analysis was performed using patient-specific tumour-informed assays, following identification of mutations in diagnostic tissue by whole exome sequencing. ctDNA variant allele fractions (VAFs) and dynamics were assessed during neoadj Tx, including ctDNA CL and association with pCR or MPR.

Results

tDNA was evaluated in 831 samples from 186 mITT population pts (D arm, n=90; PBO arm, n=96) in the interim pCR analysis cohort. Baseline characteristics of ctDNA-evaluable pts were generally similar to those in the overall mITT population. In both Tx arms, decreases in median VAFs were observed as early as C2D1 (D arm, 97% decrease; PBO arm, 94% decrease) and, by C3D1, were significantly lower in pts with pCR/MPR vs pts with non-pCR/MPR (P≤0.003). After each cycle of neoadj Tx, higher ctDNA CL rates were observed in the D vs PBO arm (with 66% [95% CI, 54–77] vs 41% [95% CI, 30–52] at pre-Sx). Pts achieving ctDNA CL vs no CL at C2D1 had higher rates of pCR (D arm: 50.0% vs 15.1%; PBO arm: 14.3% vs 3.1%) and MPR (D arm: 66.7% vs 35.8%; PBO arm: 38.1% vs 12.5%). Among pts who were ctDNA+ at baseline, all pts achieving pCR and >90% achieving MPR had ctDNA CL by C4D1.

Conclusions

Neoadj Tx with D + CT resulted in greater ctDNA CL than PBO + CT. Earlier ctDNA CL was associated with higher likelihood of pCR and MPR, highlighting ctDNA CL as a potential early-response biomarker.
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